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TRAVEL
INFORMATION

Airports near Rijeka:
Within the Republic of Croatia:
Rijeka Airport (RJK / LDRI) 26km
Pula Airport (PUY / LDPL) 106 km
Franjo Tuđman Airport Zagreb (ZAG/LDZA) 174 km
International airports:
Friuli Venezia Giulia Airport Trieste (TRS /LIPQ) 113 km
Ljubljana Jože Pučnik Airport (LJU/LJLJ)137 km
Venice Marco Polo Airport (VCE/LIPZ) 223km

DIRECTIONS
From Franjo Tuđman Airport (ZAG) to the
main bus station:
Take the bus 290 to Heinzelova street, then
get on tram 2 which will take you to the main
bus station, or take the Croatia Airlines bus,
which is usually on the right from the exit of
the airport. It leaves approximately every
half an hour (ticket price 6 EUR). The more
expensive option is to go by taxi. 

From Pula Airport (PUY/LDPL):
Take the bus from the airport to the city of
Pula. From Pula, there are regular buses to
Rijeka (price: approx. 15 EUR) which will take
you to the main bus station.

TAXI SERVICES
Taxi numbers for Zagreb:
Radio Taxi 1717
Cammeo Taxi +385 (0)1 1212
EKO Taxi 1414

Every city in Croatia also has Bolt
and Uber drivers.



TRAVEL
INFORMATION

TRAVELLING BY BUS?
Venice - Rijeka ( ~ 4 h 15 min)
Trieste - Rijeka ( ~ 1 h 45 min)
Pula - Rijeka ( ~ 2 h 30 min - 3 h 10 min)
Zagreb - Rijeka ( ~ 2 h 30 min)
Ljubljana - Zagreb ( ~ 2 h 40 min)
Ljubljana - Rijeka ( ~ 2 h 32 min)

We recommend you to check Flixbus tickets
for international bus rides, and Arriva for
domestic bus rides (both companies have
discounts for school / university students).

The buses to Rijeka all stop at the Rijeka Bus
Station, also commonly known as 'Žabica'

TRAVELLING BY TRAIN? 
Ljubljana - Rijeka ( ~ 3h )
Zagreb - Rijeka (~4h - 7h )
We wouldn’t recommend travelling by train
because of bad rail infrastructure and
delays which happen more often than not.



ARRIVALS &
GENERAL AGENDA

All programme and times are subject to change. You will be notified on the
session’s communication platform (Discord). The registrations will be taking place
from 8.30 AM to 10.30 AM at the hostel. During check in we will make sure you have
all necessary documents and forms. 

The program on average lasts from 8 AM to 7 PM.

The day will begin with breakfast at the accommodation for delegates staying there.
Organizers will transfer delegates to the venue and arrive around 9.30 AM. All
delegates are expected to be at the venue for that day at 9.30 AM. Any changes in
schedule will be communicated.

The programme will end at around 7 PM after which delegates will be transferred
back to their hostels where they will be served dinner. After dinner there will be
evening activities which will not be mandatory for all participants (those who are
not staying at the accommodation can choose not to participate). 

You will be issued an excuse note from school only if you attend all parts of the
programme or give as a valid other reason for being absent.



VENUES FOR THE
SESSION PROGRAMME

Prva susačka hrvatska gimnazija u Rijeci 
(Committee work and General Assembly)
Ul. Ljudevita Gaja 1, 51000, Rijeka             

Regionalni info-centar za mlade Rijeka 
– Udruga mladih Korak Ispred                   
(CMOJ and Teambuilding)                          
Kružna ul. 8, 51000, Rijeka                         



RIJEKA WEATHER

Rijeka in May has generally pleasant weather, with mild temperatures and
moderate rainfall. The average temperature during the day is around 19°C, while
the average temperature at night is around 12°C. It is recommended to bring an
umbrella and a raincoat just in case.

19°C



PROGRAMME &
SCHEDULE

**As schedule is prone to minor changes during the event, please follow all
updates on the Discord server provided to you.



TEAMBUILDING DAY - 5.5.
The first part of the session where Delegates get to know each other and meet the
teams through games and ice breakers. Delegates are divided in 6 committees, led
by their respected Chairpersons.

COMMITTEE WORK DAY - 6.5.
The delegates discuss their given topics and form their resolutions in the
committees. Their work is led by their Chairpersons and with their guidance,
Delegates find solutions through debate and mutual agreement. The resolutions
consist of Introductory and Operative Clauses.

GENERAL ASSEMBLY - 7.5.
The committees present their resolutions to other Delegates and debate about the
topics. After speeches, debates and final words all delegates take a vote on should
the resolution pass. The day is ended with a Closing Ceremony. 

PROGRAMME &
SCHEDULE



WHAT TO BRING?

ID / Passport 

Visa if you require one (check here: Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the

Republic of Croatia - Visa requirements overview (gov.hr))

Travel tickets and optional travel insurance

Wind jacket, comfortable waterproof shoes

Umbrella and/or a raincoat 

Comfortable and warm clothes (the weather in Rijeka is more often windy

than not, so it can get really cold)

Formal clothes for GA (don’t worry about buying suits and overly formal

clothes, a shirt and a pair of pants will be just fine)

A coffee cup/mug - EYP Croatia is an eco-friendly organisation, so please

bring your own mug/cup for coffee and drinks, as we will have a limited

amount of single use cups.

Swimsuit (if you want to go swimming in the sea be sure to bring your

swimsuit!)

https://mvep.gov.hr/services-for-citizens/consular-information-22802/visas-22807/visa-requirements-overview-22879/22879


LEGAL NOTICE 
This legal note is to make sure that you understand the rules and regulations of the
sessions organised by the European Youth Parliament Croatia. The European Youth
Parliament does its best to provide high standard sessions. Interesting guest
speakers are invited to the session, the resolutions are being sent to the European
institutions and governmental bodies, and the session topics are selected with
great care. It therefore goes without saying that the participants of European Youth
Parliament sessions are expected to behave adequately to the high standard
programme of the session, not to overindulge in alcohol, not to consume any drugs
during the session, to strictly follow the orders of the session organisers, to take
part in all the activities of the session programme and not to leave the session
venues without explicit approval of the session organisers.

Please be aware that the participant will be CHARGED for ANY DAMAGE they cause.
This first of all concerns the hostel rooms where delegates are accommodated.

As young ambassadors of their countries, participants of the session are expected
to understand that we would not wish their stay in the hosting country to be upset
by their own misbehaviour or that of others. Participants are expected to take
active participation in all events of the programme. Therefore, EYP Croatia highly
discourages the participants of its session from consuming alcohol during the
session. 

Should the session participants decide to consume alcohol in their free time they
should remember the national legal requirements. EYP frowns upon
overindulgence. Generally, any OVERINDULGENCE in alcohol will result in
participants being excluded from the session and SENT HOME at their own expense.
European Youth Parliament operates a total ZERO TOLERANCE POLICYTOWARDS
DRUGS. The participant has to fully comply with the law of a hosting country. Any
violation of these rules leads to the immediate exclusion of the participant from the
session at the own costs of the participant.



USEFUL
INFORMATION

EMERGENCY CALL NUMBERS 
112 general emergency number
192 police
193 fire department
194 ambulance 

CONTACT MAIL
regionals@eyp.hr

HEAD ORGANISERS
Stribor Del Vechio +385 99 677 7220
Hana Čanak +385 91 580 2681

PROJECT MANAGER
Dora Kurobasa +385 95 581 5729



PROJECT PARTNERS:



PROJECT SPONSORS:
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